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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss an exciting memory technology made from carbon
nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes provide a predictable resistive element that can be used to
fabricate very dense and very fast-switching memory cells. Nantero NRAM employs
electrostatic forces to connect and disconnect these nanotubes in a memory design
notably impervious to external effects including heat, shock and vibration, magnetism,
and radiation. NRAM maintains its state permanently and may be rewritten arbitrarily
many times without degrading. Not only NRAM is well positioned to replace DRAM in
existing applications, but also its combination of high speed, persistence, density, and
low power enables a slew of exciting new applications. Production of NRAM devices is on
track for near-term commercialization through Nantero licensees.

& CARBON NANOTUBES, ALSO known as CNTs, are
among the toughest constructions of atoms
imaginable. They are incredibly strong and resilient and remain neutral to external effects such
as heat, magnetism, and radiation. CNTs exhibit
a known resistance which is exploited to create
a memory cell.
A CNT memory cell is constructed with a stochastic array of hundreds of carbon nanotubes,
depending on cell size. Forcing CNTs to connect
causes a reduction in cell resistance, and disconnecting causes an increase in cell resistance.
This change is detected to create 1s and 0s of a
memory storage element.
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CNT cells are arranged into arrays which may
be presented to the host memory controller
with a custom interface or as any of the standard
memory interfaces including SDRAM.
CNTs are inherently nonvolatile due to molecular binding forces that keep the nanotubes connected or separated. Data retention is measured
in centuries. The availability of high-speed persistent memory enables a number of system-level
design choices from main memory to long term
data storage that improve the performance of all
computing systems.
Industry roadmaps indicate that DRAM may
hit a plateau in per-device density during the
DDR5 lifecycle (2020–2028). NRAM shows no
such limitation and is projected to exceed DRAM
capacity; is NRAM a logical replacement for
DRAM?
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Figure 1. CNT cells in RESET and SET states.

CONSTRUCTION OF CNT MEMORIES
CNT memory cell construction is relatively
simple. A layer of carbon nanotubes is constructed between two electrodes. A filtering of
the CNT length and diameter is used based on
the target process node for the cell to ensure that
hundreds or more switchable nanotubes are
available within each cell. Cells have been built
and tested at multiple production process nodes
from 180 nm down to 28 nm, and also in the lab at
15 nm, with modeling showing a clear path below
5 nm where nearly a thousand switchable CNT
junctions are available per bit.
As shown in Figure 1, the RESET state of each
cell has a low resistance and SET state a higher
resistance. Switching voltages are standard for
DRAM class devices: 2.5 V and 1.2 V.

Figure 2. 1T-1R and crosspoint construction of CNT.
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CNTs bond with adjacent nanotubes at the
molecular level. Van der
Waals (vdW) forces keep
CNTs apart when they are
apart, and keep them
together when they are
bonded. Energy is required
to cross the vdW barrier in
either
direction.
Data
retention of CNT memory
cells even under extreme
conditions is rated in the
hundreds of years; testing
has shown operation from
-55  C to þ300  C.
Data retention of the
CNT cells at þ300  C is projected to be in excess of
300 years based on test data collected, applying
standard reliability formulae. NRAM has been
tested in space. It was aboard the space shuttle
Atlantis during the Hubble repair mission where
it performed very well despite environmental
stresses including vibration, temperature
extremes, plus high alpha and gamma radiation.

MEMORY CELL APPLICATION FOR CNT
Optimizing the Memory Cell and Control Logic
Two common constructs of memory cells
using CNTs are a transistor-per-resistor (“1T1R”) arrangement or a crosspoint arrangement.
Figure 2 shows the distinction between these
two arrangements.
With 1T-1R, the CNT cell
is deposited directly onto a
terminal of a switching
transistor, much like a
DRAM cell, and switched
into a sensing amplifier circuit to detect the cell resistance. With a crosspoint,
word lines and bit lines are
directly
connected
to
arrays of CNTs and act as
the path for SET, RESET,
and READ. These options
are shown in Figure 2. The
I–V curve of a CNT cell is
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Figure 3. Core performance measurements to 5 ns.1

advantageously nonlinear such that it enables
sensing the state of the selected cell without the
need for isolation diodes in the array. With a relatively low READ voltage, no evidence of read disturb has been seen in testing.

Performance Guidelines
Read and write performance are also critical
parameters. Since switching is on the order of
angstroms of distance, memory cells using CNTs
switch between SET and RESET states in 5 ns or
less as shown in Figure 3. This is comparable to
DRAM switching speeds and makes CNT memory
directly competitive with a DRAM. Using performance as a guideline while specifying the word
line and bit line lengths in the memory array, a
5-ns core speed translates to DDR-class

Figure 4. Scaling CNT solutions through DDR5.7
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performance at the balls of the memory device:
46-ns cycle time, 14-ns access time, etc.

I/O Interface is Flexible
NRAM is a memory architecture deploying
CNT cells for the storage array. NRAM presents
this core to the system using standard I/O interfaces. DDR4 or DDR5 SDRAM are two such interface standards, as are LPDDR, GDDR, HBM, and
others. These interfaces translate from the CNT
core cell array to external addressing constructs
such as bank groups, banks, rows, and columns.
CNTs may be abstracted in other ways as well,
including custom I/O interfaces, but also nonRAM like interfaces such as shadow registers or
FET controls.
CNTs Constructed in 3-D
Carbon nanotube memory cells are constructed with 60-nm diameter pucks on a 28-nm
logic process. This yields a density of 4 Gb on a
100-mm2 die. Additional layers are deposited
on top of each other, with alternating metal
layers for word lines and bit lines. Using this
method, NRAM achieves the maximum capacity
of the DDR4 interface, 16 Gb per die, with four
layers of CNT. Die stacking is also supported,
yielding 128 Gb in an 8-high 3DS stacked single
device.
CNT cells scale to much smaller process
geometries. An operation has also been built and
tested at 15-nm cell sizes, which would yield a
64-Gb NRAM, but given DDR4’s addressing limits,
there is little motivation to shift to a more
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Figure 5. Nantero DDR4 NRAM block diagram showing standard interface blocks and custom
enhancements.

expensive process. Moving to a future 7-nm process will allow NRAM densities of up to 512 Gb
per die in the DDR5 market timeframe. Figure 4
shows this projected roadmap and the factors
taken into account. Because DDR5 doubles the
3DS limit to 16 die, a single NRAM package will
store up to 8 Tb.

DDR5 SDRAM is Hitting a Density Plateau
A quick look at the proposed JEDEC DDR5
SDRAM specification reveals a disturbing bit of
math. . . an upper limit of 32 Gb per DRAM die.8
Following historical trends, we can expect a 16-Gb
SDRAM transition around 2021 followed by 32 Gb
around 2024. With DDR5’s lifecycle9 expected to
be 2020 through 2028, this leaves a notable gap
between DRAM capabilities and industry requirements which are always demanding higher
densities.
The JEDEC DDR5 NVRAM specification in the
process, which includes support for NRAM, proposes extensions to the SDRAM protocol to
increase per-die addressability up to 128 Tb per
die while remaining backward compatible with
DDR5 SDRAM controllers.
NRAM is Lower Power Than DRAM
NRAM cell power is 5 fJ per bit, slightly lower
than an equivalent DRAM which is typically 7 fJ
per bit. The majority of power is burned in the
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interface logic, i.e., the I/O drivers, decoders,
and charging of word lines and bit lines. Since
NRAM is persistent, it never requires the
REFRESH cycles of a DRAM, therefore operational power is significantly lower than DRAM
for the same data payload. Similarly, with no
requirement for SELF REFRESH, standby power
can be true zero.

NRAM is Cost Competitive With DRAM
NRAM constructed using a crosspoint array
with 4 layers of CNT yields a 16-Gb solution in
roughly 100 mm2 on a 28-nm logic process. This
die size is roughly equivalent to DRAM die built
using more advanced 1Y class processes.

DDR4 NRAM ARCHITECTURE
Nantero’s DDR4 NRAM design, shown in
Figure 5, employs the CNT structure discussed in
the previous section to create a nonvolatile DDR4
SDRAM drop-in compatible device. From the outside looking in, a DDR4 NRAM provides the same
signals, timing, and electrical characteristics as a
JEDEC standard DDR4 SDRAM10. This includes
support for the CID inputs that allow for die stacking using through-silicon vias to provide 8-high
chips stacks. With a per-die capacity of 16 Gb,
this allows 128 Gb (16 GB) of nonvolatile memory
per package. To increase yield and reliability,
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Figure 6. Enhanced data throughput and
determinism.

DDR4 NRAMs incorporate on-the-fly error correction. Due to the fast switching speed of the
CNT cells, ECC can be handled on-the-fly without
violating DDR4 timing. Standard DDR4 does
not incorporate ECC; NRAM provides a robust
single bit correct with double bit detect error
scheme (SECDED) to enhance data reliability and
increase device yields.
Redundancy and replacement of bad bits also
increase device yields. The Built-In Self Test and
Mapping CAM blocks shown in Figure 5 allow for
the detection of bad bits in the NRAM array and
replacement using spare blocks.
One significant improvement of DDR4 NRAM
timing over DDR4 SDRAM timing is inherent in
the nonvolatile nature of the NRAM cell. All
SDRAMs use a destructive read and require a precharge operation to restore cell contents which
closes access to the previously opened memory
bank. DDR4 NRAM devices employ nondestructive reads labeled Latching Sense Amp in Figure 5
which do not require precharging. NRAM banks
never need to be closed, and any previously
opened bank is always available for reads and
writes.
An SDRAM must be taken offline every few
microseconds for a cell refresh operation which
is a read-write cycle to restore the level of
charge in each bit cell. Refresh is never required
for an NRAM. The elimination of precharge and
refresh commands increases the efficiency of
the command bus, improving controller flexibility in command scheduling.
Along with some other timing improvements,
NRAM addresses another limitation of SDRAMs:
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they are not truly deterministic from the standpoint of external data flow since SDRAMs must
periodically go offline for refreshes. This forces
the memory controller to incorporate on-chip
buffers to absorb data streams while the SDRAM
is refreshing. For 16-Gb SDRAMs, this represents
15% of available bandwidth. NRAMs are truly
deterministic from the data flow perspective.
Since they never require refresh, they are available for data reads and writes at all times.
NRAM differs internally from an SDRAM in
that the crosspoint structure is constructed
using self-contained “tiles” which incorporate
drivers and receivers into relatively small blocks
of memory cells. The DDR4 SDRAM interface is
based on concepts of DRAM banks organized
within bank groups, however, the NRAM interface
logic simply translates these external addressing
mechanisms to the internal tile structures. In
Figure 5, these translations are managed in
blocks labeled Bank Decode and Column Decode.
The NRAM arrays labeled Bank are comprised of
thousands of tiles and include the redundancy
managed by the Mapping CAM.
As a result, many other timing limitations of
DRAM architectures are avoided, such as tFAW
(four activations limit), long and short accesses
(bank group access restrictions) and power state
timing delays such as precharge power down.
Figure 6 graphically shows improvements in data
throughput over an SDRAM operating at the same
frequency. Each colored block represents additional improvements from each architectural
enhancement. Smart memory controllers employ

Figure 7. Timing comparison of NRAM to SDRAM.
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tricks such as command reordering, so an exact
improvement number is not possible, however,
given that refresh requirements for a 16-Gb device
consume 15% of bandwidth, it is easy to imagine
the sum of improvements being nearly 20%.
Are there some tradeoffs to achieve the functionality of DDR4 NRAM? Yes, there are some
which must be taken into account when interfacing a memory controller to an NRAM. Figure 7
highlights some timing differences between
NRAM and DDR4 or DDR5. For example, the use of
nondestructive reads causes a longer minimum
time after bank activations (tRCD, or “Row to column”) compared to an SDRAM. However, the
advantage of nondestructive reads
It appears that NRAM
results in a significould
indeed be a natcantly
improved
ural replacement for
data “Access time”
DRAM technology. It
from read or write
can be designed with a
(tAA). Coupled with
DRAM-compatible
the feature of banks
interface that meets or
that never need to
exceeds all DRAM timbe closed, for conings.
trollers with command reordering,
the net performance gains of shorter tAA are
appreciable. “Write recovery” (tWR) is increased
for NRAM compared to DDR4 which did not incorporate on-the-fly ECC, however, is significantly
shorter than tWR for DDR5 which does include
an ECC requirement.
Every standard memory module includes a
configuration EEPROM called a Serial Presence
Detect (SPD) in which these timing parameters
are described, and the variations between NRAM
and DDR4 or DDR5 fall easily within the range of
SPD options. This is essential to allow a DDR4
NRAM memory module to plug into an existing
DDR4 computer without the need for a special
device driver or even a BIOS change. The
memory controller simply reads the nanosecond
values shown in Figure 7 from the SPD and
programs the memory interface accordingly.

PERSISTENT MAIN MEMORY
SOLUTIONS
Replacing today’s dynamic memory with persistent memory is a Holy Grail of computing
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technology.12 By definition, dynamic memories
are susceptible to data loss on power failure.
Emerging solutions for data persistence include
the NVDIMM-N in which DRAM is coupled on a
memory module with Flash memory and an external battery or supercapacitor is provided to keep
the module alive while an on-module controller
copies data from DRAM to Flash on power
failure, then copies the data back when power is
restored. This resilience clearly comes at a price;
triple the cost of an equivalent DRAM solution,
long backup and restore times, and lower reliability due to the requirement for an energy source.
Intel’s Optane is another emerging solution,11
however, the phase change (PCM) 3DXPoint technology on which it is based does not provide
DRAM-class read and write performance, and its
cells wear out requiring wear leveling controllers
on each module.
Magnetic memories such as MRAM14 or Skyrmonium racetracks13 exhibit data persistence, however, tradeoffs include high write power or slow
performance. Due to their complex manufacturing
processes, scaling to very fine process geometries
remains to be shown.
NRAM provides full DRAM performance with
no wear leveling requirements, and the energy
source requirement is reduced to a few tens of
nanoseconds after any data write operation to
commit data into the nonvolatile core, easily
within the range of traditional decoupling
energies.

WHY NRAM CAN POTENTIALLY
REPLACE DRAM
It appears that NRAM could indeed be a natural replacement for DRAM technology. It can be
designed with a DRAM-compatible interface that
meets or exceeds all DRAM timings. It provides a
cost-competitive solution with densities that
scale well beyond DRAM roadmaps—a path to at
least 16 times the maximum DRAM capacity is
clear, with visibility in modeling to future devices with even higher capacity.
A persistent memory with full DRAM performance and unlimited write endurance defines a
new category, a “memory class storage” if you
will, that has the potential to be a real game
changer. While this paper focuses on main
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memory applications, it should be clear that
DRAM performance with data persistence is
broadly applicable to nearly every processing
application one can think of. SSDs and AI devices
need not checkpoint transaction data. Zero power
standby increases battery life for everything from
notebooks to cell phones to IoT devices. The wide
temperature range supported by NRAM allows
the devices to be used in applications such as
cars or drill heads where DRAM would fail or at
least require complicated cooling systems.
Adding NRAM to an existing design is simplified by its application as a backend process, i.e.,
spin coating onto a logic wafer. For example, an
IoT device could add megabits or gigabits of nonvolatile memory by incorporating the drivers
and receivers into the logic, then adding the
CNT above the logic. Carbon nanotubes are an
excellent conductor of heat, so they typically
improve thermal distribution at the same time.
Embedded Flash is another technology showing signs of hitting process limits. NRAM is a logical replacement for eFlash in these applications
as well.
Nantero is an intellectual property and design
company, so production devices and schedules
are controlled by licensees such as Fujitsu which
has announced its commercialization plans for
NRAM publicly. Nantero can coordinate with fabrication partners to provide macro design blocks
to assist designers in incorporating NRAM into
their custom silicon or execute full designs on an
NRE basis.
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